artist profile

Gabrijela
Iva Polic

Artist Gabrijela Iva Polic bonds the abstract with
figuration as she explores the phenomenon of
love and connection – the way only nature can.
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artist profile

A

t interview
time,
Gabrijela
is busily

That's not to say Gabrijela
believes devotion is perfection.
The artist's paintings are
actually inspired by difficult

preparing

periods from her life.

for her first

"(Their) purpose for me, is to

gallery

reflect and see the good in

exhibition at Sydney's renowned

those not-so-good times," she

Ray Hughes Gallery. The artist's

explains. "When I do this, the

excitement is palpable:

first thing that pops into mind

"I'm still a baby getting used to
all this!"
Yet Gabrijela's paintings,
commissioned by homes and
bars alike, convey the maturity
and depth of one who has lived
without restraint. And like life,
the artist's creations happen as
organically as the eco patterns

is the emotions I felt, and those
who were holding my hand."
Those loved ones may have
included her Croatian parents,
who in the 1960s immigrated to
Australia seeking better lives,
later settling in Connells Point,
NSW, with Gabrijela and her
two sisters.

they emulate. Beginning by

"Growing up, I was always using

drawing with a simple shape

my hands, making anything I

on canvas, she responds with

could," she recalls. "Lots of bad

another –joining the two in a

stuff, mind you."

dialogue, or relationship.

It wasn't until after Gabrijela

"It's important for me to work

attended university and

this way, because my work

achieved a "stable, decent job,"

explores love and connection,"

that she realised art was where

she says.

her hands needed to be. So, she

Gabrijela then applies nature's
interworkings to metaphorically
elaborate on the human bond.

applied to the University of New
South Wales College of Fine Arts
and was accepted. Since then,
the artist has been balancing

"It fascinates me how nature

her craft with a part-time job,

works," she says. "How different

commissioned work, exhibition

organisms and species live

preparation and the planning

together in habitats, working

of a trip to Croatia, where she’ll

together in actual relationships,

embrace the spirituality of her

in order to live."

heritage for future works.
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WANT MORE?
Check out Gabrijela
Iva Polic's website
by clicking here.

" I' m fortunate to have a heritage
with such a strong culture, both
(historically) and spiritually. This will
definitely play a role in future works."

- Gabrijela Iva Polic
It goes to show that following
our passions can transport us to
places unimagined. And there
are rewards in that.
"So many people say everything
happens for a reason, and
work has let me ponder life's
situations," she says. "Through
this, I have been lucky enough
to find positives that outweigh
every negative. This has allowed
me to focus on the good and
beautiful, which is incredibly
fulfilling. I cannot think of a
greater gift."
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